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of future lexicographers. Only let them bear in mind that the following collection of words does not pretend to completeness in any way. It is very far from being a complete collection of Greek medical terms, for all botanical and chemical words have been designedly omitted; neither is the treatment of each word to be considered complete, for 110 doubt various meanings are passed over, and probably better passages might frequently be quoted. It is simply a contribution (and that a very imperfect one) to Greek medical technology; but even in its present form it will probably not be found entirely useless.
There will be found but few references to Hippocrates, as these are for the most part rendered superlluous by the excellent f (Economia liippocratica' of Joes. It is not often that former writers have been referred to, both in order to avoid the appearance of captious and unnecessary controversy, and also in order to save space; but it is believed that 110 important assistance has in any case been received from other writers without due acknowledgment. dKpoxop8a>v, a Hippocratic word,12 signifying a pediculated or pendulous wart having a narrow base, and thus distinguished from fxvppijKia, which has a broad base. 13 The derivation of the word is given by Paulus iEgineta,14 because it is like aicpa> xopbrjs, to the end of a cord.
